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experimental methods: on line

Visual World paradigm with eye movements recording

assumption language-related cognitive processes  
take time

the more complex they are 
the more time they take

pros may inform in the on line comprehension processes

hard to  implementcons

tells exactly at which point participants develop a given  
interpretation

hard to  analyze
costly instrument

eye-mind revisited: eyes move to the picture that is maximally 
relevant for the interpretation adopted by the participant as it becomes available

informs on how relevant and salient the object on the scenario 
are and whether they facilitate/interfere with on line processing



Visual World experiment with eye-tracking

the eye-mind assumption revisited

the eyes move to the picture that is maximally
relevant for the interpretation that is adopted by 
the participant as it becomes available

assumptions
language-related cognitive processes
take time

the more complex they are
the more time they take



1995
3313 citations over time

Visual World experiment with eye-tracking



looks towards the
incorrect location

‘on the towel’
interpreted as 
destination

no looks to the 
incorrect destination
in the unambiguous
condition

1995

Visual World experiment with eye-tracking

vs.



initial referential uncertainty:
looks at both apples

no differences between ambiguous and unambiguous condition 
in the looks to the correct destination (the box)

on the towel immediately interpreted
as modifier (not destination)

1995

Visual World experiment with eye-tracking



1995

Visual World experiment with eye-tracking



pros

tells us something about what
representation is processed 

tells us exactly when it becomes 
available to the interpreter 

informs on the saliency of the objects
present in the visual scenario and whether
they facilitate/interfere with the on line
processing of the linguistic input

very valuable in semantic/pragmatic
psycholinguistic research

permits the manipulation of the prosody

Visual World experiment with eye-tracking





scalar computation takes time

reaction times

“some elephants are mammals”

reading times

reference resolution
(visual world paradigm)

Bott & Noveck  (2004)

pragmatic responders (“no”) take more time

“The director had a meeting with some of the consultants.  

The rest did not manage to attend.” 

Breheny et al.  (2006)

penalty at ‘the rest’ with biased context

Snedeker et al. (2009), 
Panizza et al. (2009)

late access to “some but all” meaning

Panizza et al. (2009)
“ (if) John parked two cars in the garage, 

and he parked a third card in the courtyard.” 

slow down in UE, reanalysis in DE



•  “Point to the girl that has three of the soccer balls.” 

•  “Point to the girl that has all of the soccer balls.” 

the Visual Word paradigm (with children)
Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013

control conditions

there is only one possible 
referent for the verbal description



Similar  

points of 

disambiguation  

Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013the Visual Word paradigm (with children)



•  “Point to the girl that has two of the socks.” 

•  “Point to the girl that has some of the socks.” 

possible referential ambiguity  
 up to "soc..."

test conditions

Visual Word paradigm

to identify the target before 
hearing the continuation (sock/
soccer) the computation of an 
implicature is required 

two and not more

some and not all



Different   

points of 

disambiguation  

Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013the Visual Word paradigm (with children)

RESULTSearly disambiguation: 
numerals are exact

late disambiguation: 
implicatures take time



scalar computation takes time

why?

scalar meaning needs to be derived

effortful Gricean process 

scalar meaning is more complex

scalar meaning more difficult to integrate

experiments present confounds





scalar meaning needs to be derived

Speaker: “Gianni met some of the students”

Addressee: knows that Speaker observes Gricean maxims 

knows that Speaker could have uttered 

“Gianni met all the students”

infers that Speaker uttered “some” because he was not in 
the position to utter “all” (maxim of quantity) 

implicature: “Gianni met some of the students but not all”

automatic
reasoning

defeasible: “Gianni met some of the students, in fact he met all of them”

assertion

neo-Gricean view

effortful Gricean process 



scalar meaning is more complex than literal meaning

some and maybe all
∃x

 state b

 state a

[ ]
John pressed some of the oranges

it is sufficient to represent 
a set of pressed oranges

no further restrictions 
are applied



scalar meaning is more complex than literal meaning

 state b

 state a

John pressed some of the oranges

some but not all
∃x  ∧ ¬ ∀x[ ]

nega%on

involves negation 
of the whole set

more complex!



scalar computation takes time

why?

scalar meaning needs to be derived

effortful Gricean process 

scalar meaning is more complex

scalar meaning more difficult to integrate

early experiments present confounds

Grodner et al.  (2010) Breheny et al.  (2013)



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

research question when do scalar interpretations arise 
relative to literal content?

literal meaning must be decoded first in order to decide 
whether to make the scalar inference

SI arises by default but it takes time to be computed

Grodner et al.  (2010)

pragmatic meaning immediately available
scalar terms systematically ambiguous

context directs the interpretational process towards  
one or the other interpretation

pragmatic meaning not immediately available

or

or



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

experimental design

Grodner et al.  (2010)

replacing some with summa (phonetically reduced form)

no number control trials, only quantifiers (some, all, none)

the attention of participants was drawn on the set of objects 
by describing them with numbers (e.g. “there are four balloons..”)



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

experimental design

Grodner et al.  (2010)

early summa 
only one possible referent under 
pragmatic interpretation

We constructed 32 stimulus items. Test stimuli were
separated into four lists, where each condition was equally
represented, and each item appeared once. Across lists,
each item appeared in each condition an equal number of
times. Test stimuli were presented in random order and
intermixed with 40 fillers, designed so that throughout
the experiment, all six individual types in a display were
equally likely to be a target, and each quantifier was
equally likely to designate a member of the target or oppo-
site gender. The distribution of objects in the fillers was
like the early and late-summa target displays, but a mem-
ber of the opposite gender was identified (the boys in
Fig. 1). This was so the perceiver could not predict before-
hand which of the six individuals was the correct target.
Fourteen fillers contained alla, eight nunna, and eight sum-
ma. An additional ten items used the definite determiner
‘‘the” to refer to a target with a proper subset of objects.

For the main eye-tracking experiment, commands were
recorded with the nuclear accent on the sentence-final
noun, and secondary (H*) prominence on the quantifier.
Care was taken to insure that the quantifier did not receive
contrastive stress. To ensure this, the commands were
coded according to the ToBI system (Silverman et al.,
1992). Ninety-three of the 96 stimulus quantifiers received
H* accenting; three were ambiguous between H* and
L + H*. The lengths of critical regions are reported in
Table 1. Two-tailed comparisons between the Alla and

Summa conditions revealed that the interval between the
onset of the quantifier and noun was marginally shorter
for the Alla commands (F(1, 31) = 3.1, p = .09) as was the
interval between the noun onset and POD (F(1, 31) = 2.9,
p = .10). Thus, if anything, the identifying acoustic informa-
tion was delivered earlier in the Alla condition.

To determine whether the quantifier + partitive region
of our items was phonetically reduced, we compared our
auditory stimuli to those used by Huang and Snedeker.
Three research assistants who were naïve to the hypothe-
ses being tested hand coded the length of the interval from
quantifier onset to determiner onset. Their judgments
were highly correlated (all rs > .89, all ps < .0001). Quanti-
fier lengths are given in Table 2. Both summa and alla were
reliably shorter in our stimuli (summa: F(1, 46) = 141.2,
MSE = .5, p < .001; alla: F(1, 46) = 173.9, MSE = .4,
p < .001). To be sure that this was due to selective reduc-
tion of the quantifier, and not merely a faster speaking rate
in the present study, the duration of this segment was nor-
malized by dividing it by the interval length from the onset
of the verb to the onset of the determiner. This region was
chosen because it contained an equivalent number of sylla-
bles for all stimuli. Even as a proportion, the quantifier was
reliably reduced in our items (summa: F(1, 46) = 122.6,
MSE = .006, p < .001; alla: F(1, 46) = 168.1, MSE = .006,
p < .001). If the reduction of the first syllable was sufficient
to identify the partitive in the present items, but not in
Huang and Snedeker’s items, then the phonetic cue to the
presence of the partitive construction would have been
postponed from the onset of the quantifier until the onset
of the vowel in of. This corresponds to a mean delay of
226 ms (SD = 32 ms).

4. Apparatus and procedure

Eye-movements were monitored using an Eyelink II
head-mounted eye-tracker from SR Research. Fixations
were sampled every 4 ms and binned into 20 ms windows
for analysis. Stimuli were presented on a PC running the
ExBuilder software package (Longhurst, 2006). Participants
completed three practice trials, were given the opportunity
to ask questions about the procedure, and then completed

Fig. 1. The displays for: (A) the Early-Summa, Alla, and Nunna conditions,
and (B) the Late-Summa condition.

Table 1
Duration (in ms) of critical speech regions. Standard errors in parentheses.

Condition Quantifier to noun
onset

Noun onset to
disambiguation

Summa 348 (5.4) 257 (14.8)
Alla 338 (5.1) 230 (13.6)
Nunna 418 (2.8) N/A

Table 2
Duration (in ms) between quantifier onset to determiner onset and for
critical stimuli for this study and Huang and Snedeker. Standard errors in
parentheses.

Condition Present study Huang and Snedeker

Summa/some of 243 (33) 328 (78)
Alla/all of 183 (39) 267 (39)
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We constructed 32 stimulus items. Test stimuli were
separated into four lists, where each condition was equally
represented, and each item appeared once. Across lists,
each item appeared in each condition an equal number of
times. Test stimuli were presented in random order and
intermixed with 40 fillers, designed so that throughout
the experiment, all six individual types in a display were
equally likely to be a target, and each quantifier was
equally likely to designate a member of the target or oppo-
site gender. The distribution of objects in the fillers was
like the early and late-summa target displays, but a mem-
ber of the opposite gender was identified (the boys in
Fig. 1). This was so the perceiver could not predict before-
hand which of the six individuals was the correct target.
Fourteen fillers contained alla, eight nunna, and eight sum-
ma. An additional ten items used the definite determiner
‘‘the” to refer to a target with a proper subset of objects.

For the main eye-tracking experiment, commands were
recorded with the nuclear accent on the sentence-final
noun, and secondary (H*) prominence on the quantifier.
Care was taken to insure that the quantifier did not receive
contrastive stress. To ensure this, the commands were
coded according to the ToBI system (Silverman et al.,
1992). Ninety-three of the 96 stimulus quantifiers received
H* accenting; three were ambiguous between H* and
L + H*. The lengths of critical regions are reported in
Table 1. Two-tailed comparisons between the Alla and

Summa conditions revealed that the interval between the
onset of the quantifier and noun was marginally shorter
for the Alla commands (F(1, 31) = 3.1, p = .09) as was the
interval between the noun onset and POD (F(1, 31) = 2.9,
p = .10). Thus, if anything, the identifying acoustic informa-
tion was delivered earlier in the Alla condition.

To determine whether the quantifier + partitive region
of our items was phonetically reduced, we compared our
auditory stimuli to those used by Huang and Snedeker.
Three research assistants who were naïve to the hypothe-
ses being tested hand coded the length of the interval from
quantifier onset to determiner onset. Their judgments
were highly correlated (all rs > .89, all ps < .0001). Quanti-
fier lengths are given in Table 2. Both summa and alla were
reliably shorter in our stimuli (summa: F(1, 46) = 141.2,
MSE = .5, p < .001; alla: F(1, 46) = 173.9, MSE = .4,
p < .001). To be sure that this was due to selective reduc-
tion of the quantifier, and not merely a faster speaking rate
in the present study, the duration of this segment was nor-
malized by dividing it by the interval length from the onset
of the verb to the onset of the determiner. This region was
chosen because it contained an equivalent number of sylla-
bles for all stimuli. Even as a proportion, the quantifier was
reliably reduced in our items (summa: F(1, 46) = 122.6,
MSE = .006, p < .001; alla: F(1, 46) = 168.1, MSE = .006,
p < .001). If the reduction of the first syllable was sufficient
to identify the partitive in the present items, but not in
Huang and Snedeker’s items, then the phonetic cue to the
presence of the partitive construction would have been
postponed from the onset of the quantifier until the onset
of the vowel in of. This corresponds to a mean delay of
226 ms (SD = 32 ms).

4. Apparatus and procedure

Eye-movements were monitored using an Eyelink II
head-mounted eye-tracker from SR Research. Fixations
were sampled every 4 ms and binned into 20 ms windows
for analysis. Stimuli were presented on a PC running the
ExBuilder software package (Longhurst, 2006). Participants
completed three practice trials, were given the opportunity
to ask questions about the procedure, and then completed

Fig. 1. The displays for: (A) the Early-Summa, Alla, and Nunna conditions,
and (B) the Late-Summa condition.

Table 1
Duration (in ms) of critical speech regions. Standard errors in parentheses.

Condition Quantifier to noun
onset

Noun onset to
disambiguation

Summa 348 (5.4) 257 (14.8)
Alla 338 (5.1) 230 (13.6)
Nunna 418 (2.8) N/A

Table 2
Duration (in ms) between quantifier onset to determiner onset and for
critical stimuli for this study and Huang and Snedeker. Standard errors in
parentheses.

Condition Present study Huang and Snedeker

Summa/some of 243 (33) 328 (78)
Alla/all of 183 (39) 267 (39)

46 D.J. Grodner et al. / Cognition 116 (2010) 42–55

late summa 
two possible referents under 
pragmatic interpretation

click on the girl who has some of the… balls



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

results

Grodner et al.  (2010)

the main experiment. Participant responses were recorded
via mouse-click.

5. Results and discussion

We excluded one participant whose mean response
times were more than one standard deviation greater than
the next-slowest participant’s. We also excluded trials
where participants selected the wrong target (.9%) and tri-
als with response times slower than three standard devia-
tions from the grand mean (1.2%). To establish when the
correct referent was identified, we calculated the propor-
tion of fixations to the target over the combined fixations
to the target and the Alla-competitor (For the Alla condi-
tion, the denominator included fixations to the Summa tar-
get.). For Early-Summa, this provides a direct measure of
when the pragmatic interpretation is sufficiently active to
drive fixations to the correct target: an increase in the ratio
reflects a selective increase in looks to the pragmatic some
target.

Fig. 2 depicts target proportions and Fig. 3 depicts fixa-
tions to each same-gender competitor for each of the crit-
ical conditions. For the first set of analyses, target
proportions were calculated for three windows: (1) from
400 ms before the quantifier until quantifier onset (gender
interval); (2) from the onset of the quantifier until POD
(quantifier interval) and (3) from 400 ms after POD (post-
disambiguation interval). Analysis intervals were offset
by 200 ms to accommodate the time required for planning
and launching a saccade (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993). The
central question addressed in these analyses was whether
target proportions would be above chance for each condi-
tion in the region after the quantifier but before phonetic
disambiguation of the noun.

To establish the region where target identification oc-
curred for each condition, target proportions were com-
pared to chance (50%) over the gender, quantifier, and
post-disambiguation intervals.4 No conditions were reliably
above chance in the gender interval. However, the Alla con-
dition was numerically above chance. This likely reflects a
bias to look at the target with the most objects. This trend
was visible in all conditions prior to the quantifier (Fig. 3),
and is consistent with patterns reported in all three Huang
and Snedeker experiments (2009). Correspondingly, fixa-
tions to targets in the Late-Summa and Nunna conditions
were reliably below chance (Late-Summa: F1(1, 23) = 7.91,
MSE = .15, p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 8.8, MSE = .20, p < .01; Nunna:
F1(1, 23) = 6.95, MSE = .18, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 4.75, MSE =
.57, p < .05). In the quantifier interval, target proportions
for all conditions were reliably above chance (Early-Summa:
F1(1, 23) = 8.9, MSE = .07, p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 5.15, MSE = .19,
p < .05; Late-Summa: F1(1, 23) = 3.33, MSE = .20, p < .05;
F2(1, 31) = 3.9, MSE = .31, p < .05; Alla: F1(1, 23) = 11.53,
MSE = .25, p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 16.86, MSE = .21, p < .001;

Nunna: F1(1, 23) = 39.28, MSE = .12, p < .001; F2(1, 31) =
45.69, MSE = .15, p < .001). Note that target proportions in
the quantifier interval for Late-Summa were numerically
slightly lower than for Early-Summa. This is expected be-
cause participants’ fixations were divided between the two
targets consistent with pragmatic some; however, the target
ratio for this analysis only included fixations to the correct
target.

To more precisely determine when the pragmatic inter-
pretation emerged, we analyzed each 100 ms interval after
the onset of the quantifier. Unlike the preceding analyses,
intervals were not offset by 200 ms. A main effect of condi-
tion for the 200 ms before the quantifier was significant by
items (F2(3, 93) = 2.81, MSE = .60, p < .05) but not by par-
ticipants (F1(3, 69) = 2.15, MSE = .42, p = .10), reflecting
more fixations to the Alla target than to Summa and Nunna
targets. We compensated for differences in initial looking
preference by using this 200 ms interval as the baseline
rate of target fixations. Target convergence was defined
as the first 100 ms interval for which the proportion of tar-
get fixations exceeded the baseline. For the Alla condition,
target proportions were reliably higher than baseline 200–
300 ms after quantifier onset in the participants analysis
(F1(1, 23) = 5.73, MSE = .12, p < 05), but only marginally
reliable by items (F2(1, 31) = 2.46, MSE = .33, p = .06). For
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Fig. 2. Fixations to the target as a proportion of combined fixations to the
target and critical competitor. For Alla, the competitor was the Summa
target. For the other conditions the competitor was the Alla target. The
top panel depicts target proportions over the gender interval, the
quantifier interval, and the post-disambiguation interval. The lower
panel depicts target proportions over each 100 ms window from the
beginning of the quantifier.

4 Though proportions are reported, proportional measures were submit-
ted to a log odds transform prior to ANOVA analyses (Agresti (2002); see
Jaeger (2008) for a discussion of the advantages of a logit transformation
compared to an arcsine transform). The same qualitative patterns were
observed in untransformed, arcsine transformed and logit-transformed
space.
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every condition was disambiguated 
in the quantifier region!



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

results

Grodner et al.  (2010)

every condition was disambiguated 
in the quantifier region!

Early-Summa and Nunna, convergence also occurred in the
200–300 ms interval (Early-Summa: F1(1, 23) = 3.13,
MSE = .36, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 4.46, MSE = .31, p < .05; Nun-
na: F1(1, 23) = 5.93, MSE = .09, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 6.52,
MSE = .24, p < .01). In contrast, convergence was delayed
for Late-Summa: it was marginally reliable 400–500 ms
after the quantifier (F1(1, 23) = 1.76; MSE = .28, p = .098;
F2(1, 31) = 2.13, MSE = .42, p = .078), and fully reliable in
the 500–600 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 7.75; MSE = .26,
p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 7.6, MSE = .45, p < .01). To summarize,
the quantifier generated increased fixations to the target
rather than the Alla or Summa competitor 200–300 ms
after onset for all conditions except Late-Summa, where
the target could not be identified based on the quantifier
alone.

The Late-Summa condition also provides evidence
about the time course of the upper-bounded interpreta-

tion. When the pragmatic interpretation is computed, fixa-
tions should shift away from the Alla-competitor toward
the two individuals that are temporarily consistent with
pragmatic some. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 3C, 400 ms
after the onset of the quantifier, fixations to the individual
with all of an object (the girl with the hats in Fig. 1B) begin
to fall, whereas fixations to the two characters with a sub-
set of the objects (the girl with the balls and the girl with
the balloons) begin to increase. In order to quantify when
the shift away from the Alla-competitor became signifi-
cant, we computed the ratio of fixations to the Alla-com-
petitor to all three same-gender competitors. The ratio
for each 100 ms interval after quantifier onset was com-
pared to the 200 ms interval preceding the quantifier. Fix-
ations to the Alla-competitor were marginally below
baseline in the 400–500 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 2.2;
MSE = .38, p = .08; F2(1, 31) = 2.6, MSE = .59, p = .06) and
fully reliable in the 500–600 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 8.4;
MSE = .44, p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 8.9, MSE = .68, p < .01).5

Though we see that target identification for both the
critical Early-Summa and Alla conditions occurs 200–
300 ms after the quantifier, it is possible that convergence
was more robust for the Alla conditions. This might have
been the case if inferential cues to target identity were
weaker or delayed for some proportion of trials relative
to literally conveyed cues. To investigate this possibility,
we examined whether there was an interval for which tar-
get proportions were reliably higher for the Alla condition
than the Early-Summa condition after normalizing for tar-
get biases revealed during the 200 ms interval prior to
quantifier onset. Target proportions were submitted to a
series of 2 ! 2 ANOVAs crossing condition with analysis
interval (baseline vs. current). These analyses are summa-
rized in Table 3.

Consistent with earlier analyses, target proportions
were significantly higher than baseline beginning at 200–
300 ms. Additionally, the Alla condition induced reliably
more fixations to the target. In the items analysis this
was present from the earliest analysis interval, in the par-
ticipants analysis, this trend was not reliable until 300–
400 ms. Thus, this analysis provides further evidence that
the Alla target is visually preferred to the Early-Summa
target. Crucially, there was no interaction between interval
and condition (all Fs < .6). Therefore there is no indication
that the Alla condition evoked earlier or stronger target
convergence than the Early-Summa condition when base-
line visual biases are taken into account.

The preceding ANOVA analysis does not license us to
accept the null hypothesis that target convergence oc-
curred with an identical time course for the Alla and
Early-Summa conditions. Ideally, we would like to estab-
lish whether this null hypothesis does a better job of
accounting for the data than the hypothesis that target

Fig. 3. The proportion of trials for which each correct gender competitor
was fixated for each 20 ms window after quantifier onset for the: (A) Alla,
(B) Early-Summa, and (C) Late-Summa conditions. Region indicators
occur 200 ms after the corresponding phonetic cue.

5 The analogous analyses for Early-Summa revealed marginal effects at
600–700 ms and fully significant at 700–800 ms. For Alla, the analysis first
revealed significant effects from 700 to 800 ms. The delay for these
conditions in this analysis likely results because it was easy for participants
to rule out the Nunna target based on its visual distinctiveness from the
competitors who had items. In these conditions, virtually all fixations were
directed to the two targets with items. As a result, target proportions are a
more accurate indicator of interpretive processing.

48 D.J. Grodner et al. / Cognition 116 (2010) 42–55

early summa 

late summa 

200-400 ms after the onset 
of the quantifier (all, some, none)
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every condition was disambiguated 
in the quantifier region!

Early-Summa and Nunna, convergence also occurred in the
200–300 ms interval (Early-Summa: F1(1, 23) = 3.13,
MSE = .36, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 4.46, MSE = .31, p < .05; Nun-
na: F1(1, 23) = 5.93, MSE = .09, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 6.52,
MSE = .24, p < .01). In contrast, convergence was delayed
for Late-Summa: it was marginally reliable 400–500 ms
after the quantifier (F1(1, 23) = 1.76; MSE = .28, p = .098;
F2(1, 31) = 2.13, MSE = .42, p = .078), and fully reliable in
the 500–600 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 7.75; MSE = .26,
p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 7.6, MSE = .45, p < .01). To summarize,
the quantifier generated increased fixations to the target
rather than the Alla or Summa competitor 200–300 ms
after onset for all conditions except Late-Summa, where
the target could not be identified based on the quantifier
alone.

The Late-Summa condition also provides evidence
about the time course of the upper-bounded interpreta-

tion. When the pragmatic interpretation is computed, fixa-
tions should shift away from the Alla-competitor toward
the two individuals that are temporarily consistent with
pragmatic some. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 3C, 400 ms
after the onset of the quantifier, fixations to the individual
with all of an object (the girl with the hats in Fig. 1B) begin
to fall, whereas fixations to the two characters with a sub-
set of the objects (the girl with the balls and the girl with
the balloons) begin to increase. In order to quantify when
the shift away from the Alla-competitor became signifi-
cant, we computed the ratio of fixations to the Alla-com-
petitor to all three same-gender competitors. The ratio
for each 100 ms interval after quantifier onset was com-
pared to the 200 ms interval preceding the quantifier. Fix-
ations to the Alla-competitor were marginally below
baseline in the 400–500 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 2.2;
MSE = .38, p = .08; F2(1, 31) = 2.6, MSE = .59, p = .06) and
fully reliable in the 500–600 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 8.4;
MSE = .44, p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 8.9, MSE = .68, p < .01).5

Though we see that target identification for both the
critical Early-Summa and Alla conditions occurs 200–
300 ms after the quantifier, it is possible that convergence
was more robust for the Alla conditions. This might have
been the case if inferential cues to target identity were
weaker or delayed for some proportion of trials relative
to literally conveyed cues. To investigate this possibility,
we examined whether there was an interval for which tar-
get proportions were reliably higher for the Alla condition
than the Early-Summa condition after normalizing for tar-
get biases revealed during the 200 ms interval prior to
quantifier onset. Target proportions were submitted to a
series of 2 ! 2 ANOVAs crossing condition with analysis
interval (baseline vs. current). These analyses are summa-
rized in Table 3.

Consistent with earlier analyses, target proportions
were significantly higher than baseline beginning at 200–
300 ms. Additionally, the Alla condition induced reliably
more fixations to the target. In the items analysis this
was present from the earliest analysis interval, in the par-
ticipants analysis, this trend was not reliable until 300–
400 ms. Thus, this analysis provides further evidence that
the Alla target is visually preferred to the Early-Summa
target. Crucially, there was no interaction between interval
and condition (all Fs < .6). Therefore there is no indication
that the Alla condition evoked earlier or stronger target
convergence than the Early-Summa condition when base-
line visual biases are taken into account.

The preceding ANOVA analysis does not license us to
accept the null hypothesis that target convergence oc-
curred with an identical time course for the Alla and
Early-Summa conditions. Ideally, we would like to estab-
lish whether this null hypothesis does a better job of
accounting for the data than the hypothesis that target

Fig. 3. The proportion of trials for which each correct gender competitor
was fixated for each 20 ms window after quantifier onset for the: (A) Alla,
(B) Early-Summa, and (C) Late-Summa conditions. Region indicators
occur 200 ms after the corresponding phonetic cue.

5 The analogous analyses for Early-Summa revealed marginal effects at
600–700 ms and fully significant at 700–800 ms. For Alla, the analysis first
revealed significant effects from 700 to 800 ms. The delay for these
conditions in this analysis likely results because it was easy for participants
to rule out the Nunna target based on its visual distinctiveness from the
competitors who had items. In these conditions, virtually all fixations were
directed to the two targets with items. As a result, target proportions are a
more accurate indicator of interpretive processing.
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early summa 

alla

200-400 ms after the onset 
of the quantifier (all, some, none)

Early-Summa and Nunna, convergence also occurred in the
200–300 ms interval (Early-Summa: F1(1, 23) = 3.13,
MSE = .36, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 4.46, MSE = .31, p < .05; Nun-
na: F1(1, 23) = 5.93, MSE = .09, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 6.52,
MSE = .24, p < .01). In contrast, convergence was delayed
for Late-Summa: it was marginally reliable 400–500 ms
after the quantifier (F1(1, 23) = 1.76; MSE = .28, p = .098;
F2(1, 31) = 2.13, MSE = .42, p = .078), and fully reliable in
the 500–600 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 7.75; MSE = .26,
p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 7.6, MSE = .45, p < .01). To summarize,
the quantifier generated increased fixations to the target
rather than the Alla or Summa competitor 200–300 ms
after onset for all conditions except Late-Summa, where
the target could not be identified based on the quantifier
alone.

The Late-Summa condition also provides evidence
about the time course of the upper-bounded interpreta-

tion. When the pragmatic interpretation is computed, fixa-
tions should shift away from the Alla-competitor toward
the two individuals that are temporarily consistent with
pragmatic some. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 3C, 400 ms
after the onset of the quantifier, fixations to the individual
with all of an object (the girl with the hats in Fig. 1B) begin
to fall, whereas fixations to the two characters with a sub-
set of the objects (the girl with the balls and the girl with
the balloons) begin to increase. In order to quantify when
the shift away from the Alla-competitor became signifi-
cant, we computed the ratio of fixations to the Alla-com-
petitor to all three same-gender competitors. The ratio
for each 100 ms interval after quantifier onset was com-
pared to the 200 ms interval preceding the quantifier. Fix-
ations to the Alla-competitor were marginally below
baseline in the 400–500 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 2.2;
MSE = .38, p = .08; F2(1, 31) = 2.6, MSE = .59, p = .06) and
fully reliable in the 500–600 ms interval (F1(1, 23) = 8.4;
MSE = .44, p < .01; F2(1, 31) = 8.9, MSE = .68, p < .01).5

Though we see that target identification for both the
critical Early-Summa and Alla conditions occurs 200–
300 ms after the quantifier, it is possible that convergence
was more robust for the Alla conditions. This might have
been the case if inferential cues to target identity were
weaker or delayed for some proportion of trials relative
to literally conveyed cues. To investigate this possibility,
we examined whether there was an interval for which tar-
get proportions were reliably higher for the Alla condition
than the Early-Summa condition after normalizing for tar-
get biases revealed during the 200 ms interval prior to
quantifier onset. Target proportions were submitted to a
series of 2 ! 2 ANOVAs crossing condition with analysis
interval (baseline vs. current). These analyses are summa-
rized in Table 3.

Consistent with earlier analyses, target proportions
were significantly higher than baseline beginning at 200–
300 ms. Additionally, the Alla condition induced reliably
more fixations to the target. In the items analysis this
was present from the earliest analysis interval, in the par-
ticipants analysis, this trend was not reliable until 300–
400 ms. Thus, this analysis provides further evidence that
the Alla target is visually preferred to the Early-Summa
target. Crucially, there was no interaction between interval
and condition (all Fs < .6). Therefore there is no indication
that the Alla condition evoked earlier or stronger target
convergence than the Early-Summa condition when base-
line visual biases are taken into account.

The preceding ANOVA analysis does not license us to
accept the null hypothesis that target convergence oc-
curred with an identical time course for the Alla and
Early-Summa conditions. Ideally, we would like to estab-
lish whether this null hypothesis does a better job of
accounting for the data than the hypothesis that target

Fig. 3. The proportion of trials for which each correct gender competitor
was fixated for each 20 ms window after quantifier onset for the: (A) Alla,
(B) Early-Summa, and (C) Late-Summa conditions. Region indicators
occur 200 ms after the corresponding phonetic cue.

5 The analogous analyses for Early-Summa revealed marginal effects at
600–700 ms and fully significant at 700–800 ms. For Alla, the analysis first
revealed significant effects from 700 to 800 ms. The delay for these
conditions in this analysis likely results because it was easy for participants
to rule out the Nunna target based on its visual distinctiveness from the
competitors who had items. In these conditions, virtually all fixations were
directed to the two targets with items. As a result, target proportions are a
more accurate indicator of interpretive processing.
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no difference between 
semantic vs. pragmatic 
disambiguation (all vs. some)



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

discussion

Grodner et al.  (2010)

scalar meaning arises very early

earlier than previously found delays 
(800-1000 ms in Huang & Snedeker, 600 in Noveck et al.)

pre encoding of the visual display?

probably not: even stronger effect in first half of trials
more than half of fillers included definite descriptions 
(‘the girl who has the scissors’)

presence of partitive (absent in Huang & Snedecker  
but present in Panizza et al.) and lack of number trials 
could have brought up the effect



Some and possibly all scalar inferences 
are not delayed

conclusions

Grodner et al.  (2010)

literal content (some and maybe all) must *not* be computed 
 before pragmatic meaning (some and maybe all)

when scalar inference requires more processing time, 
it is because integrating its interpretation with the context 
may require additional processing



Breheny et al.  (2012)

look and listen task (Altmann & Kamide, 1999)
eye movements are tracked while participants listens 
to some related discourse

participants anticipate the content of the next words 
based on compositional interpretation (rather than 
mere lexical association)

ex.  “the man will drink all the beer” (full glass) 
vs. “the man has drunk all the wine” (empty glass)

research question:

can participants use scalar implicatures to 
anticipate the referent of the discourse?

Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation



Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation

The man has poured some of the water with 
limes into the bowl on tray A and some of the 
water with oranges into the bowl on tray B. 

The man has poured all of the water with oranges into the bowl on 
tray B and some of the water with limes into the bowl on tray A. 

The man has poured some of the water with limes into the bowl on 
tray A and all of the water with oranges into the bowl on tray B. 

3 experimental conditions (all, early some, late some)

transfer around half of each referent to a different one of the target locations, pause
and then continue to complete the transfer of the remaining quantity of one of the
referents. To set up different visual contexts, participants could either be presented
with the whole video, or a truncated version of the video, which stopped at the pause
point (i.e., when both target locations contained half of each referent). Subsequent still
visual scenes depicted the final state from each of these scenarios, and were created by
extracting the final frame from each video clip. To prevent any systematic viewing
strategies, the spatial arrangements and order of events was counterbalanced for the
‘‘some’’ and ‘‘all’’ picture elements across items. Thus, the order of auditory
descriptions were counterbalanced so that the first occurring event was the first
described event half of the time. Sound files consisted of a single sentence that
provided a fully informative description of the transfer events depicted in the video,
and thus set up three conditions as in Table 1: an All condition (i.e., participants
watched the full video and descriptions referred first to the ‘‘all’’ referent), a Some
early condition (i.e., participants watched the full video and descriptions referred to
the ‘‘some’’ referent first), and a Some late condition (i.e., participants watched the
truncated video, thus descriptions were referentially ambiguous). This resulted in a
1-factor within-subjects design, with three variables. The position of the critical word
always occurred roughly mid-sentence.

One version of each item was assigned to one of three presentation lists, with each
list containing twenty-four experimental items, eight in each of the three conditions.
This ensured that each experimental item appeared once in each list, but in a different
condition in each of these three lists. In addition, twenty-six filler items were added to
each list. All filler videos involved a transfer action, and the items consisted of
correctly matched picture-sentence pairings and varied in their use of quantifiers to
describe the transfer event [i.e., they either did not include quantifiers (n!11) or used
different quantity words, e.g., ‘‘both’’, ‘‘the pair’’, ‘‘a few’’ (n!15)]. Eight filler items
used conjoined clause sentences, while the remaining eighteen were single-clause
descriptions. Importantly, all fillers used the same referential targets (i.e., locations A
and B) and as such were not deemed obviously distinguishable from the experimental
stimuli.3 These filler items were interspersed randomly among the twenty-four
experimental trials to create a single random order, which ensured even distribution
of the three conditions throughout the task. At least one filler trial intervened between
any two experimental trials.

Figure 1. Example visual stimulus. Participants heard sentence [1] or [2] (see above) whilst viewing picture
[a], and sentence [3] whilst viewing picture [b].

3Please contact Heather Ferguson (h.ferguson@kent.ac.uk) for filler items.
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Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation

Breheny et al.  (2012)

Sentences were recorded independently for each item/condition combination in a
single session from a female native British English speaker who was instructed to
describe the events naturally, with a ‘‘what happened’’ intonation. Subsequent analysis
of critical items using the WASP speech filing system (see http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/
resource/sfs/wasp.htm) revealed a focal pitch accent on the label letter (‘‘A’’/‘‘B’’) in the
first conjunct and contrastive accent on the quantifier in the second conjunct. Thus
throughout the region of interest, which is prior to the conjunction, there are no focal
pitch accents.4 The auditory files were presented as 44.1 KHz stereo sound clips via
headphones connected to the eye-tracker PC. The temporal onsets of critical words
were hand-coded with millisecond resolution using the GoldWave sound-editing
package.

Procedure

Participants were seated in front of a 17 inch colour monitor with independent eye
tracking system (Tobii X120) running at 120 Hz sampling rate. Viewing was binocular
and eye movements were recorded from both eyes simultaneously. At the beginning of
the experiment, and once every ten trials thereafter, the eye-tracker was calibrated
against nine fixation points. This procedure took about half a minute and an entire
session lasted for about half an hour.

The experiment was controlled using e-Prime (Schneider, Eschmann, & Zuccolotto,
2002). As illustrated in Figure 2, each trial began with the presentation of a single
centrally-located cross and participants were asked to fixate it for 1,500 msec before
the trial was automatically initiated. At this point, the cross was replaced by the video
depicting a transfer scenario, as described above. Video clips lasted on average 25
seconds (range!19 s to 34 s) and were followed by a pause/blank screen for 500 ms.
Next, the corresponding picture was presented with the target sentence (All, Some
early, or Some late). The onset of the picture preceded the onset of the corresponding
spoken sentence by 500 ms. The picture stayed on the screen for fifteen seconds, and
the corresponding sentence typically ended 1"2 seconds before the end of the trial.

4Contact the authors for example audio recordings.

Figure 2. Illustration of the experimental procedure.
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Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation

Breheny et al.  (2012)

Comprehension questions (see Appendix 1), followed half of the experimental and
half of the filler trials. Participants did not receive feedback for their responses to these
questions. Participants all scored at or above 80% accuracy on the comprehension
questions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data processing

Eye-movements that were initiated during the target sentence were processed
according to the relevant picture and sound onsets for the purpose of aggregating
the location and duration of each 120 Hz (i.e., 8 ms) sample from the eye tracker. For
analysis, any sample that was deemed ‘‘invalid’’ (e.g., due to blinks or head
movements) was removed from the data. Using Matlab software, the spatial
coordinates of the eye movement samples (in pixels) were then mapped onto the
appropriate object regions using colour-coded bitmap templates; if a fixation was
located within 20 pixels around an object’s perimeter, it was coded as belonging to that
object, otherwise, it was coded as background. All consecutive samples within one
object region before the eyes moved to a different region were pooled into a single
gaze. Finally, temporal onsets and offsets of the gazes were recalculated relative to the
corresponding picture onset by subtracting the picture onset from the relative gaze
onsets and offsets.

To plot the difference in gazes to the critical some- and all-referents [i.e., trays A
and B and their respective containers (e.g., jugs)] as a function of time, we calculated
the number of fixations on the all-referent as a proportion of total fixations on the all-
and some-referents (i.e., the ‘‘all advantage score’’). This was done by subtracting the
probability of making a fixation on the some-referent from the probability of making a
fixation on the all-referent. This results in an output that is symmetrical around zero
such that a positive score reflects higher proportions of gazes on the all-referent and a
negative score reflects higher proportions of gazes on the some-referent. The resulting
plot (seen in Figure 3 below) allows us to examine when visual interpretations become
significantly biased to either referent.

Figure 3. The average proportion of fixations to the All referent as a proportion of fixations to the All and
Some referents scores for each condition.
Note that the dashed vertical lines represent the absolute individual word onsets, as labelled.
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Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation

Breheny et al.  (2012)

results probability of switching looks to the target

uniformly launched across conditions. Significant effects were then followed up with
pair-wise comparisons to establish the exact nature of effects.

Table 5 displays the statistical details of the effects, allowing generalisation to
participants (F1) and items (F2), for each time window of interest. Strength of
association is reported in terms of partial eta-squared (ph2).

Statistical analyses on the log-corrected switches to a correct target (OnTarget)
revealed no significant differences between conditions in correcting an incorrect visual
bias during the first 200 ms following the quantifier offset. This is not surprising given
that previous studies have suggested that it takes approximately 200 ms to program
and execute an eye movement (Hallett, 1986). However, from 200 ms onwards we
found reliable differences in the probability of switching to the correct target across the
three conditions. Further analyses using Bonferoni pair-wise comparisons during
these time windows indicated that the probability of switching from an incorrect target
to a correct target was significantly lower in the Some late condition compared to both

Figure 4. Additional analyses separated trials based on fixations during the quantifier. Top panel: average
probability of switching from an incorrect referent to the correct referent (OnTarget) for each condition;
Bottom panel: average probability of switching from a correct referent to the incorrect referent (OffTarget)
for each condition. Error bars show standard errors. Data are plotted for seven consecutive 100 ms time
windows following the absolute quantifier offset (calculated individually for each item and condition).
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Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation

Breheny et al.  (2012)

discussion

rich context

can participants use scalar implicatures to
anticipate the referent of the discourse?

look and listen paradigm yes!

no difference in switch of looks between semantic resolution (all)
and pragmatic driven reference resolution (some but not all)
     

previous failures (Huang & Snedeker) due to the presence 
of numerals:
why using longer term (some) when you can use short and 
unambiguous term (two)

7mecourse:           SEMANTICS = PRAGMATICS



Investigating the timecourse of accessing 
conversational implicatures during incremental 
sentence interpretation

Breheny et al.  (2012)

conclusions

“what is said”

no difference in processing between

“what is implicated”

not only quan7ty implicatures can be accessed rapidly

if comprehenders compute automa7cally

context of the seman7c interpreta7on
context on how to use the interpreta7on for communica7ve purposes

implicatures automatically triggered.



putting things together & further questions (and problems)

Grodner et al.

pragmatic meaning does not need literal meaning to be computed first

how do derive the pragmatic meaning then?

you don’t! it’s always available, it can be retrieved if 
sufficient contextual support

rapid access to pragmatic meaning only if no numerals around..

but in the real world numerals are always around!

people prefer using unambiguous descriptions

numerals are always salient alternatives

constrain-based models: pragmatic inferencing as probabilistic reasoning
the more support, the faster and effortless inferences



putting things together & further questions (and problems)

old Breheny 

implicatures are context-dependent!

evidence: increased processing cost  
                 when context supports the implicature

new Breheny 

no default-automatic computation

implicatures are rapid, can be used to anticipate future discourse referents

evidence: anticipatory looks to referent disambiguated through  
                 pragmatic inferences

if context supports implicatures and their use 
   

automatic computation

the context determines the availability of 
pragmatic inferences

they are costly

effortless





The saliency of the mentioned argument facilitates 
the processing of negation: a Visual World study  

Marta Tagliani Chiara Melloni Denis Delfitto Daniele Panizza

marta.tagliani@univr.it daniele.panizza@gmail.com



How do we understand negation?

DON'T PLAY WITH SPAGHETTI!



How do we understand negation?

DON'T PLAY WITH SPAGHETTI!

of a representation  
of the argument of negation

?

theoretical debate

1 step 2 step

full-fledged activation 
of the argument

inhibition of the 
argument

immediate  
inhibition of 
the argument

full activation not  
required



How do we understand negation?

theoretical debate

incremental

processing of 
negation 
necessarily 
more costly

processing of 
negation = 
affermative 
sentences

non-incremental1 step

immediate  
inhibition of 
the argument

full activation not  
required

2 step

full-fledged activation 
of the argument

inhibition of the 
argument

Papeo & Hochmann (2012) – Different 
brain networks are activated by positive 
and corresponding negative statements 

including action verbs (e.g. I am (not) 
writing) immediately after the verb onset

Kaup et. al (2007) – Priming effect of the 
argument of negation: after reading the 
negative sentence «There was no eagle in the 
sky» participants were faster in recognizing 
the picture of an eagle with outstretched 
wings (corresponding to the negated 
situation) than that of an eagle with its wings 
folded. 



How do we understand negation? referential context

LOOK AT THE BABY THAT DOES NOT PLAY WITH SPAGHETTI

identification of the mentioned argument in the context

inhibition of the mentioned argument (don't look at it)

inference to the right action (look at the other baby)

goal of this study: investigate the role of the MA how?



visual world paradigm

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH JASMINE IS CUDDLING A TIGER

affirmative sentence



visual world paradigm

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH JASMINE IS NOT CUDDLING A TIGER

Visual 
World:

optimal mean to investigate online reference resolution 

interplay of the three processes: ACT/INH/INF

in negative sentences ACTIVATION and 
INHIBITION compete with each other

1. the more active the 
MA is, the more 
difficult to inhibit it

2. lexical interference

intrinsic problem wrt 
investigation of processing  
of negation

it cannot be balanced out

it can be studied

by manipulating the 
prominence of the MA

negative sentence



visual world paradigm

affirmative + negative -

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH JASMINE IS (NOT) CUDDLING A TIGER



visual world paradigm

affirmative + negative -

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH JASMINE IS (NOT) CUDDLING A TIGER



visual world paradigm

affirmative + negative -

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH JASMINE IS (NOT) CUDDLING A TIGER



visual world paradigm

negative sentences



perfect balance

facilitation due to  
activation/identification of MA

interference due to  
lexical activation + inhibition of MA

what weighs more on the budget in processing negation?



activation/ 
identification

interference  
+ inhibition

what weighs more on the budget in processing negation?

support for 1-step theories

support for 2-step theories

cost for processing negation can be 
eliminated by facilitating inhibition of 
MA, reducing interference

cost for processing negation can be 
reduced but not eliminated by 
facilitating activation of MA

focus on INHIBITION

full-fledged activation of MA



increment of looks to mentioned 
argument in negative conditions

more looks to the MA

delayed target identification

measure of processing cost



example of experimental scenario

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT) CLOSING THE DOOR...
... AND JASMINE IS CUDDLING A TIGER

2 potential targets / 2 mentioned arguments



example of experimental scenario

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT) CLOSING THE DOOR...
... AND JASMINE IS CUDDLING A TIGER

2 potential targets / 2 mentioned arguments



ALADDIN IS CLOSING THE DOOR
ALADDIN IS NOT BUILDING A TENT

ALADDIN IS CLOSING THE DOOR
ALADDIN IS NOT BUILDING A TENT

ALADDIN IS CLOSING THE DOOR
ALADDIN IS NOT BUILDING A TENT

experimental scenarios: n° of (potential) Targets vary parametrically

1 target 2 targets

3 targets



Experimental Design

Identification task with eye-recording 
(second conjunct makes reference resolution always felicitous)

Counterbalanced: order, characters, sentences

62 adult participants (speakers of Italian, recruited at UniVR)

Main factors: POLARITY (aff/neg) x N°TARGET/MAs (1,2,3) x TYPES OF STIMULI

Cartoons  
(action verbs)

Color shapes  
(definite descriptions)

B/W shapes  
(Existential statements)

«THERE IS (NOT) A CIRCLE AND/(BUT) A 
SQUARE»

«THE CIRCLE IS (NOT) BLUE AND 
THE TRIANGLE IS GREEN »

EyeLink 1000 (1000 Hz, desktop mounted)

120 items in 6 conditions (and 3 types of stimuli)

«ALADDIN IS (NOT) CLOSING THE DOOR AND 
JASMINE IS CUDDLING A TIGER»

time pressure: find the 
target as soon as you can



predictions 

3

6

9

1 2 3

affirmative
negative

3

6

9

1 2 3
N° of targets N° of targets

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)      CLOSING THE DOOR...

prop. of looks to the target (T/T+D) at disambiguation

INHIBITION + INTERFERENCE 
+ penalty for NEG

facilitation for ACTIVATION 
+ penalty for NEG

 strong support for 2-step 



3

6

9

1 2 3

affirmative
negative

3

6

9

1 2 3
N° of targets N° of targets

INHIBITION + INTERFERENCE:  
penalty eliminated

facilitation for ACTIVATION:  
penalty eliminated

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)      CLOSING THE DOOR...

prop. of looks to the target (T/T+D) at disambiguation
predictions 

 strong support for 1-step 



2,333

4,667

7

1 2 3

affirmative
negative

N° of targets

PERFECT BALANCE between 
activation and interference

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)      CLOSING THE DOOR...

prop. of looks to the target (T/T+D) at disambiguation
predictions 



results 

cartoons

n° target: p<.001

polarity: p<.001

target*polarity: p<.001

LMM on log target proportion

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)      CLOSING THE DOOR...

prop. of looks to the target (T/T+D) at disambiguation

<

<

larger difference 
as N° of targets increases



b/w shapes
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n° target: p<.001

polarity: p<.001

target*polarity: p<.001

LMM on log target proportion

prop. of looks to the target (T/T+D) at disambiguationresults 

<

<

larger difference 
as N° of targets increases

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THERE IS  (NO)     A CIRCLE

STAR
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color shapes

n° target: p<.001

polarity: p<.001

target*polarity: p>.1

LMM on log target proportion

prop. of looks to the target (T/T+D) at disambiguationresults 

=
=

=

difference between + and - 
is constant wrt n° of targets

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THE CIRCLE IS  (NOT)     
BLUE...

RED...



ACTIVATION of mentioned argument > INTERFERENCE

penalty increases as n° of target increases (with cartoons & b/w shapes) 

               = n° of MAs decreases in negative sentences

negation always displayed processing penalty

the greater the n° of target, the higher the 
base probability of fixating a target

inflate difference between POS & NEG

results 



cartoons PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)     

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 
CLOSING THE DOOR...

BUILDING A TENT...

1 target



cartoons

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 
PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)     

CLOSING THE DOOR...

BUILDING A TENT...

1 target 2 targets



decrement in looks to the target with negative sentences with more than one target

cartoons

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 
PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH ALADDIN IS (NOT)     

CLOSING THE DOOR...

BUILDING A TENT...

1 target 2 targets

3 targets



b/w shapes

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 
PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THERE IS  (NO)     

A CIRCLE

STAR

1 target



b/w shapes

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 
A  CIRCLE...

STAR...
PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THERE IS  (NO)     

1 target 2 targets



b/w shapes

decrement in looks to the target with negative sentences with more than one target

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 
A CIRCLE...

STAR...
PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THERE IS  (NO)     

1 target 2 targets

3 targets



color shapes

small difference between 2 and 3 targets

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THE CIRCLE IS  (NOT)     
BLUE...

RED...

1 target



color shapes

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THE CIRCLE IS  (NOT)     
BLUE...

RED...

1 target 2 targets



color shapes

small difference between 2 and 3 targets

prop. of looks to the target (0 = disambiguation) in 50 ms binsresults 

PICK THE QUADRANT IN WHICH THE CIRCLE IS  (NOT)     
BLUE...

RED...

1 target 2 targets

3 targets



keeps the visual scenario constant

tells us exactly at which point

negation is integrated during online comprehension

proportion of looks to the MENTIONED ARGUMENT

what drives this effect?



cartoons

prop. of looks to the mentioned argument 
 (0 = disambiguation)

in 50 ms binsresults 

1 Mentioned Argument

2 Mentioned Argument

3 Mentioned Argument



b/w shapes

prop. of looks to the mentioned argument 
 (0 = disambiguation)

in 50 ms binsresults 

1 Mentioned Argument

2 Mentioned Argument

3 Mentioned Argument



color shapes

prop. of looks to the mentioned argument 
 (0 = disambiguation)

in 50 ms binsresults 

1 Mentioned Argument

2 Mentioned Argument

3 Mentioned Argument



summary of results 

1) negation displayed a processing penalty in every condition

2) activation of mentioned argument weighs 
more on the budget than inhibition 

3) with colored shapes the effect is smaller 
and does not reach significance

the prominence of the mentioned 
argument in the visual context reduces 
the cost of processing negation

colors facilitate spatial/MA encoding 
and target identification 

FLEXIBILITY of the system

the process for activation (i.e. identification/retrieval of 
argument of negation), rather than inhibition, is one of the key 
factors underlying the processing penalty of negation

4) with complex scenes (cartoons) the 
effect is stronger and delayed

they require deeper 
encoding/comprehension

prolonged looks to 
MA in negative 
sentences with 
1 > 2 > 3 targets



conclusions 

overcoming 1 vs. 2 step models debate

our results strongly support 2 step models
non-incremental

SENSITIVITY to PROPOSITIONAL content

BUT...

INCREMENTALITY

non-propositional

at odds with results 
from neuroscience

FLEXIBILITY

MULTI-PROCESS model of NEGATION

exclusively based on  
mental/sensorial simulation

integrating results from 
neuroscience & processing

inhibition in motor/sensory 
               areas

activation in language areas  
lexical retrieval,  
lexical storage,  
construction of 
propositional content


